MCS-710
Self Powered, Fully Wireless, Outdoor Siren & Strobe

- High Volume wireless external siren
- Battery powered - no need for external power
- Easy to install
- High intensity LED strobe
- IP 55 Rated
- Modern low profile design
- Compatible with Powermax+
- EN 50131-1 class II Grade 2
MCS-710 Wireless battery powered external siren - easy and quick to install.

Fully battery powered with high volume internal siren is ideal for most residential and commercial applications.

The MCS-710 is easily installed and provides a visible deterrent to intruders.

The MCS-710 can be easily installed and has full two-way communication with the Powermax+ control panel - providing full supervision and control using Visonic’s robust Powercode wireless protocol.

The MCS-710 high volume siren is also complimented by a high intensity internal LED strobe effect light, designed to confirm the alarms activation.

Features:
- Easy to install with no external power required
- Low profile external fully wireless siren
- Full wireless two-way communication with Powermax+
- High Volume piezo siren giving 100db output at 1m
- High intensity internal LED strobe light
- Ultra low current consumption
- Long battery life (subject to activity)
- IP55 Rated
- Large print area for company logo
- Full-tamper protection

Specification:

Sounder frequency: 1.8-2.3 kHz, sweep frequency 7kHz
Internal Battery: 3.6V non-rechargeable lithium battery, EEMB
Battery life expectancy: 3 years (for typical use)
Dimensions (L x W x D): 30 x 19 x 7 cm (11-13/16 x 7-1/2 x 2-3/4 in)
Packed weight: 1168 gr
Operating Temperature: -30°C to 70°C (-22°F to 158°F)

Strobe Windows: Red, Blue, Amber, Transparent

For more information contact us at www.visonic.com
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